1. Introduction and definitions. Bing [2] has given an example of a homogeneous indecomposable continuum in the plane. His example is homeomorphic with an example given by Moise [16] to show the existence of a nondegenerate plane continuum which is not an arc and is homeomorphic with each of its nondegenerate subcontinua. Whyburn [19, Theorem 3 ] has shown that such a continuum does not separate the plane. Jones [11, Theorem 2] has shown that every homogeneous bounded plane continuum which does not separate the plane is indecomposable.
The purpose of this paper is to give some conditions under which a homogeneous continuum is indecomposable and to show that every bounded plane continuum possessing a certain type of homogeneity is a simple closed curve.
If M is a continuum and there exist n continua whose sum is M such that no one of them is a subset of the sum of the others, then M is said to be the finished sum of these n continua.
If the continuum M is the finished sum of n continua and is not the finished sum of w + 1 continua, then M is said to be indecomposable1 under index n.
A point set M is said to be n-homogeneous if for any n points x\, x2, • • ■ , xn of M and any n points y\, y2, • ■ • , y" of M there is a homeomorphism T of M onto itself such that T,(x1-T-x2+ • • • +xn) = yi+y2+ " • • +Jn-If in addition to these requirements, T(xi)=yt (Itsi^n), then M is said to be strongly n-homogeneous. A point set which is 1-homogeneous is said to be homogeneous.
A point set M is said to be nearly n-homogeneous if for any n points Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn of M and any n open subsets2 D\, D2, ■ ■ ■ , D" of M there exist n points yu y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn of D\, D2, ■ ■ ■ , Dn respectively and a homeomorphism T of M onto itself such that T(xi-\-x2+
A set which is nearly 1-homogeneous is said to be nearly homogeneous. A point set M is said to be nearly homogeneous over a subset H of M if for any point x of H and any open subset D of M there is a homeomorphism of M onto itself that carries x into a point of D.
It is obvious that every w-homogeneous set is nearly K-homogene- 
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2. Homogeneous continua in a metric space. Theorems 1-6 are proved on the basis of R. L. Moore's3 Axioms 0 and 13. Hence these theorems hold true in any metric space. Theorem 3. If n>\ and the compact continuum M is nearly homogeneous over a set H consisting of n points about which M is irreducible, then there is a positive integer r not greater than n such that M is indecomposable under index r.
Proof. An inductive argument will be used. It will first be shown that Theorem 3 holds true if n = 2. Let x and y be the two points of H. Suppose that M is the finished sum of three continua M\, M2, and Mi. Consider the case in which x-\-y is a subset of Mx-\-M2. Then ' Axiom lj is the first three parts of Axiom 1 as stated in [17] .
Mi + M2 is not connected and M3 intersects each of the continua Mi and M2. There is a homeomorphism T of M onto itself that carries x into a point of M -(Mi + M2). Then one of the continua M1 + M3 and M2-\-M3 contains both of the points T(x) and T(y). This is impossible since each of these continua is a proper subset of M and M is irreducible between the points T(x) and T(y). Thus the supposition that M is the finished sum of three continua has led to a contradiction. Hence Theorem 3 holds true if n = 2. Now let febea positive integer such that Theorem 3 holds true if n = k. For the remainder of this argument it will be assumed that H consists of k + l points. Suppose that there is a collection G consisting of k-\-2 continua whose finished sum is M. Then there is a continuum X of G such that the set4 M -(G -X)* contains no point of H. Let z be a point of H. There is a homeomorphism T of M onto itself that carries z into a point of M-(G -X)*. Since T(H) -T(z) consists of k points, then some proper subcontinuum
Hence (G -L)* is the sum of two mutually separated sets L\ and L2 such that Li contains the continuum M'. Since Li+L is a proper subcontinuum of M, then L2 contains T(z). Consequently L2 contains the continuum X. Since the closed set (G -X)* contains H, then (G -X)* is the sum of two mutually separated sets X\ and X2 such that X\ contains the continuum L\-\-L. Hence Xi+X contains T(H). This is impossible since X\+X is a proper subcontinuum of M and M is irreducible about T(H). Thus the supposition that M is the finished sum of k-\-2 continua has led to a contradiction. This completes the inductive argument. Corollary.
If the nondegenerate compact continuum M is nearly homogeneous and is homeomorphic with each of its nondegenerate subcontinua, then M is indecomposable.6 * The collection of all elements of G different from X is denoted by G -X, and the sum of the sets of G-X is denoted by (G -X)*. exclusive, it can be shown by an argument quite similar to the one used in Case 1 of the proof of Theorem 9 of [6] that no one of the sets K3, Ki, and Kb intersects more than two of these domains. Hence one of the domains D\, D2, D3, ■ ■ ■ does not intersect ^3 + ^4+^5. From this it follows that if i^j (i, j'^5), there is a complementary domain Z of M+Ki + Kj and an arc / not intersecting M such that (1) Z does not intersect any of the sets Zi, K2, ■ • ■ , Kt, and (2) t is irreducible from Ki to Kj and lies, except for its end points, in Z. Let Zi, Z2, ■ ■ ■ , Z10 be ten such domains corresponding to the ten ways the integers i and j can be chosen. An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 5 of [7 ] can be used to show that some two of these ten domains have a point in common. Consider the case in which (1) Zi and Z2 have a point in common,* (2) Zx is a comple- Since M is nearly w-homogeneous, it follows from Theorem 9 that M is a continuous curve. By Theorem 1, M is homogeneous. Mazurkiewicz [15] has shown that every homogeneous bounded plane continuous curve is a simple closed curve. Hence M is a simple closed curve. [9] has shown that if such a continuum exists, then it does not contain a simple closed curve. (2) Is every homogeneous decomposable bounded plane continuum M a simple closed curve? Jones [10] has shown that the answer is in the affirmative if M is aposyndetic.
There does exist a nearly homogeneous bounded plane dendron. Such a set can be easily constructed.
The set of all end points of any such dendron M would be everywhere dense in M.
There exists a decomposable continuum which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3. For each ♦ (i^2), let Hi be a set indicated by Fig. 1 of [6] such that the common part of Hi and H2 is the point 0. Let Ki be a composant of Ht not containing 0 and let Xi be a point of Ki. The decomposable continuum Hi+H2 is irreducible between Xi and x2 and is nearly homogeneous over xi+x2.
